MS Honor Band Audition Requirements

Placement auditions and seating in the bands will begin at 3:00pm. A list of audition rooms and judges will be posted at the check-in site. You will be assigned an audition time when you check in.

The placement auditions for wind instrumentalists will consist only of the following major scales and sight reading:

MS Wind Instrument Placement Requirements

All scales are expected to be performed one octave. Any additional octaves may be played at the student’s discretion, but not required.

- Concert C Major Scale
- Concert F Major Scale
- Concert Bb Major Scale
- Concert Eb Major Scale

One octave concert Bb chromatic scale

A small sight reading excerpt will also be included in each audition.

MS Percussionist Placement Requirements

Snare Drum Rudiments:
- Buzz Roll
- Flams
- Paradiddles

Keyboard Requirements:
- F Major Scale
- Bb Major Scale
- Eb Major Scale